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Utility residential DSM programs offer consumers incentives to choose more efficient appliances. These
programs lead manufacturers to ship more efficient models to areas offering rebates. may not affect
the national shipment-weighted average efficiency by altering production decisions, since programs
often have short lead times or short durations. Long-term DSM incentives can be designed to induce
manufacturers to utilize advanced technologies while providing the time needed to commercialize them.
Additional benefits from such programs would accrue: (1) standardization of programs among utilities
provides the manufacturer with more consistency; (2) utility incentives paid directly to the manufacturer
may be more cost-effective than retail rebates; (3) coordinated program administration could reduce
administrative'overhead through economies of scale; and individual utilities gain greater strength to
influence manufacturers' production plans. Utilities have committed approximately $30 minion to a
Golden Carrot Refrigerator Request for Proposals to produce a CFC-free refrigerator at least 25 % more
efficient than the 1993 D.O.E. standard. The Consortium for a new non-profit organi
zation formed forward-looking electric utilities, government agencies, and nn11-n1"nT1T o:r.galill:.t~tl.on:s'!l

will other end-use areas where such a coordinated can be used effectively.

Introduction

incentives: In recent years, utilities in the u.s. and
Canada have increased their Demand Side

services. To over 500 utilities
have offered more than 1000 programs. In utilities
bU<l2;eteCl some billion for DSM investments. Rebates
and other incentives increase the attractiveness
of more efficient reducing the first cost to
consumers, who over mini-
mum life costSG

conservation programs reflect short-term market
needs. stimulate sales of efficient appliances already
on the but do not manufacturers enough lead
time to affect production schedules. In addition, utilities
do not work to their demand for efficient

so manufacturers perceive a "crazy of

coordinated. short-term programs. manufacturers
receive no sustained, coordinated or future-oriented
market signals which would induce a shift in their longer
term production priorities toward super
efficient technologies.

l?ederal Standards: Under the National
ance Conservation Act, the U.S. Department of

(DOE) sets standards for appliance efficiency
based on technical feasibility and cost-effectiveness. This
has led to significant improvements, but it is inherently
adversarial, pitting government and academics against the
manufacturers to tfdiscover" the limits of cost-effective
technology. NAECA only sets a and
provides no incentives for significant new innovations that
would lead to large efficiency improvements. Still, many
utilities have discontinued rebates, citing efficiency
improvements stimulated NAECA.
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To facilitate Golden Carrot str~lte~~ne:s,

have formed a
IDstlrultlOJ[l" the Consortium for
The purposes of CEE are to accelerate
introduction
decrease energy

The Consortium

The Golden Carrot NAECA's
"stick~ n advanced to the
a successful Golden Canoot program the DOE
with the information it needs to determine whether
Q,1"i"1lro .. ,::ll1nr..'<!:l standards are feasible and economi-

one feature of a successful Golden
Carrot program is that conservation
investments in a are not necessary 9

The Golden Carrot is an innovative in which
utilities to offer DSM program
incentives to the manufacturer~ It could induce manufac-
turers to utilize more advanced while pro-

the time needed to and them
into commercial lines ° The core is a

incentive offered in return for a
forward in energy o.i-i-"ll ..... 1l~~'I!"'A"".1l:7

the commercial
which

of
pOJllutlon nrf~ventjll)rL and to communication and
coordination of programs in this fieldo

in the ret]ngt~ratlon

........",.AlI" .... *- and

maJrlUIiactllril1l1! process between 1992 and 19949
Manufacturers are concerned with this teCjrmc,!O~~

transition while their standards for dUI·abillty

and costs, and market
share~

the 1998 N.AECA ren1Jzc:rat()! standards

1, demonstra-
tec.nn()lo~glc,al D~Dtentl<aJ. can these standardS9

since most manufacturers feel that consumers
are to pay increased even for
very cost-effective the Golden
Carrot is critical to the On~~OllJl2 rtX1e~n2I1S

VAJUlOVAV.aJi.'lv'V OP1)Of1runltles. Without a
the to Slnlu11tanc~OUlslV lmflrO'If!".

.....JLlU'VJl. ......:.llJI.V y and eliminate CFC-use may be irrevocably lost
prC~C1u,~tl()ln and decisions made in 1992-93

Pf()QUlcts sold until the end of the
................!Io'_., ~.ll1W to take of this oppor-

that the average lasts
19 years,. these decisions will have economic and enviro.n
mental effects for decades.

Pacific Gas and
Defense
Efficient ~"'J.lLlV'll..l'V

tion
tiUID for
other

Electric the Natural Resources
the American Council for an

and the U9S~ Environmental Protec-
worked to set up the Consor-

and have many
utilities. eEE win assess

teclm,)lo1neS~ select candidates for and
coordinated programs that use market forc.es

to accelerate their pel1et]ratlon~

eEE's first effort is the
whose aim. in the section on

for the Golden Carrot llJl'''l''nn'L!c°O'1l'''l1I'''II

aa'vanlta£~e of a short window of ,,."t"'!l,l"'l> ....."".hll'W'... h,

decisions of manufacturers
lead them to offer much more efficient units. In nr!!ril'~1I"'lII"'''''IS''Jl

the accelerated CFC schedule announced in
1992 President Bush manufacturers to elimi-
nate chlorofluorocarbons in

Opportunity for Technological
Improvements in Refrigerators
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The Super Efficient Refrigerator
Program

To evaluate the and cost-effectiveness of
alternative the u~s~ EPA
sponsored an evaluation of three groups of technical
nathwavs to non-CFC >1"'.:::l>.'t"'>1"'1!nCl<"ll"'~'I1'"n"?'·C'·

Institutional uesmoln

Program
the Golden

non-CFC
that this amount of money
cost of a new

The
for

par-

SERP has raised about minion in market
incentive commitm.ents for the manufacturer who can most

md ~d

distribute a
Consultants to SERF
win offset the

model and its
money will go to the manufacturer
Golden Carrot that are

'"The first effort of the Consortium for
is the
SERP is a mutual

formed to administer the program for the
utilities~ This framework limits control of SERP to

utilities in these utilities with cost-
coordinated program and the

mutual benefit structure allows utilities to recover any
... ,,""" ............."'''''08- funds when the program ends~ Table 1 lists SERP
utilities~ SERF has been endorsed the American
Council for an

the Electric Power Research Institute the
National Association of Commissioners

the Natural Resources Defense Council
the Northwest Power and the

u~s~ Environmental Protection
entities are on the Board of Trustees of
but not and many of these groups are
Dr()m()UIlg the Golden Carrot0

can "'n1"r\VU1P_

induce a

service not as
research and SERF chose a .Ke~Ciue:St

for framework because it seems to meet
the needs of aU as wen as the
RFP a clear and commitment to UUA..lU\"'t:::',

and manufacturers $ the RFP format
of incentives sufficient to

COlnDc;,tltlve tecJimC~10~~ response, as weB
olsbulrSUjl2 the incentives inas aetlmr12

Four

are less
of the

which have separate com.-
and for the

COlJlSlunptlon range of 275-400

@ Dual
pressors,

@ Lorenz which use one
pressor, a nO]l-a:zeo~troplC mixtures of re:tlng~~ra11ts,

two the difference in
it is to

simple that different levels of
to the 'il".:::l>.T'>1"'1! n.'-"'-r'lJIitn'il" and freezer co)np~artJnel1ts.

340-370

traditions.

The baseline was a 18
the 1993 DOE standard a of tecltmollogleS~with
Rl1 and R12 in the insulation and

the first was to model their revilacement
the most HCFC-123 and

Since these CFC
increase the energy

rern2,erator over the 1993 baseline. '1'e.ChIJlOl().fZl~eS

were then change%:! to reduce energy COl1sumpt!OJrl. In the
combinations of

tecjtmC~lO~~lesreduced from 665
range; more advanced

ttrolUgjtn C~JnSlunlDtlLon down as low as 175
::Lorenz and
in the 265-355 range, about 50% better than the
1993 CFC baseline. The three dual
resulted in a

ettlcl~~nc~y are
eXlstul)2; tt~lInOjOg:les. This that no

mOiDo1DOllze the nbest ff way to build
SUI)er·~et11cl~ent ret]r1gt~rat:ors thr(OU$2~h its of

we that different
that differ because of their own

or research
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return for a product specified. wen in advance of its
market introduction. Third, the bids responding to the
RFP will provide early information on what efficiency
levels can be achieved and by which win help both
SERP and non-SERP utility planners set their targets for
general refrigerator effic~ency programs in the mid
1990's. Fourth, this information win be available to the
u.s. DOE for the NAECA rulemaking. Finally, because
the competitive process is open to all major refrigerator
manufacturers, we believe that competition will bring
advanced technologies and high efficiency to the market at
the lowest possible cost.

SERP is a technology demonstration and commercializa
tion program. Its $30 million dollars will provide
incentives for production of no more than about haIf a
million units during a period when more than 20 million
units are expected to be sold. We expect that comple
1"It'l~lnt'!:1l'll""T utility rebate programs the mid-1990s will

all manufacturers opportunities to sell an eX1PaIlded
line of C!lln",\po'll".»~'t1rll"1pontretngleratof'S.

e automatic defrost, refrigerator/freezer(s) not
containing CFCs either as a refrigerant or in the
insulation;

e unit electricity consumption no more than specified by
Trial Standard 5 for the relevant type and capacity,
that is, shipment-weighted average savings of 200
kWh/year or better;

• if the manufacturer is bidding a single model, its
nominal interior capacity must be between 17.5 and
22.4 ft3. If the manufacturer bids multiple models, the
allowable size range is 14.5 - 24~4 ft3.

$ the manufacturer may request no more than the
maximum SERP A incentive for a ~n1i'"f"'Il""''BI'8i,'ilof''

model (see above);

e the manufacturer must have capabili-
ties and a national distribution and service n~ih'11i"\'lI"ir

and assemble the models in North LJl.~,t:lO'Il"1I"'~.

Manufacturers who meet these minimum
will have their bids evaluated on a 100 scale which
is broken into three main categories:

Bid Evaluation

~~~~~~~~~'-l-~~~~~~.Each bidder
will be required to specify the type and size of the unit or
units bid, their unit energy consumption (DEC), the pro
posed schedule for deliveries, and the requested incentive
per unit bid. This bid information will be evaluated with
the bid scoring formula of Table 2 which computes the
average unit net present value, in dollars as the difference
between the present values of the unit energy saved and
the unit incentive requested. These values will be
normalized to a scale of 75 with the high scorer
receiving 75 and the other bidders
-n1l"i'''\nr'll1l''f"1r'lln,a m fractions.

@ the manufacturer must adhere to a schedule for pro
ducing a prototype, field test and the commer
cial unit schedule it proposes in the bid (with
commercial deliveries by June and

@ the manufacturer must name and address
information for at least 25 % of the of the
Golden Carrot so that sales can be tracked to
individual territories information can be
gathered from cards).

a manufacturer

Determining aximum mnc:enrtev'e

Utilities with avoided costs can afford to pay more in
incentives for advanced than other utilities
can. To avoid subsidies and maximize the

SERP has established an
award A which account
million in total are
will offer up to the maximum SERP incentive
is about per Kwh saved the first year by the

ex~uni)le, if a manufacturer were to bid
a unit that saves 200 relative to the 1993 DOE
staJrldBlrd, the A utilities could pay no more than a

incentive B with
lower avoided costs, can afford to pay 75% as much
as the A maximum. 'Ihe B incentive
accounts for minion in total investments.
These win if the
Wl'nnllno manufacturer an incentive that is at or
below per kWh saved the first year. All

utilities will pay the same incentive
\1.11'n"11110 bid is less than per fist year then

A and B utilities win pay the same bid
amount.

In order to in the SERP
will have to meet minimum standards:
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Table 2 shows that the greater the unit's efficiency, the
more energy saved and the greater the score calculated
above. Similarly, the quicker the deliveries are promised,
the higher the present value. Finally, the lower the incen
tive requested, the lower the value of the term that is
subtracted, and the higher the calculated net value. In
addition, the manufacturer who requests an incentive level
less than the Group B threshold will be eligible for the full
"expanded" award pool, thereby enjoying economies of
scale in the number of refrigerators for which sales incen
tives are guaranteed.

2. Corporate Reliability (22 points). To demonstrate his
ability to meet the commitments in his proposal, each
bidder will reveal his experience with the technologies
proposed, his marketing strategy, his procedure for
collecting customer tracking information (either by
warranty card or other mechanisms), strength of product
warranty, and other corporate economic indicators, all on
a confidential basis. This information win be evaluated by
a SERF technical committee.

II
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~~~~~~~J." Each bidder can earn up to 2 bonus
avoldJfUY CIllorme'-Oe,anIll2 HCFC in

'It""","t'11l'"11l"lf~::II>1iI!"4'lll~l"8t- and the insulation. The bidder can also earn
Pf()1)(Jlsml{! models with no air movement

between the freezer and fresh food
improve food preservation).

Bid Evaluation and Prototype Run-off· the
winner may involve a run-off by the two highest-scoring
...,JIi.""-_.......Jl.IW''l who will demonstrate of the
models bid. In this blind neither finalist
would know details of the other manufacturer's bid. The
bids would be to additional credit for
measured energy the bid by the pro-
totype models in the run-off.

SERP Time Lineo· The from aU in
the RFP process has clarified how to balance
the utilities' need for soon, the time
lines for NAECA determinations and CFC

and the manufacturers' need for time to
new lines,. Table 3 the critical

on the time line that has from the SERP
consensus process.

;iYil§~> .....
::;:;:///::;;

Central dministration and Direct
anufacturer t'cavnlerlts

Selling Golden Carrot Refrigerators

administrative costs to be 10.256% of the totaL Each
invests a of its overall

commitment each year as its share of the costs of
program RFP and and
administration.

The manufacturer win determine how to market
and sen Golden Carrot refrigerators, subject to specific
contract These include requirements that the
units be delivered to dealers when promised in the
contract and in numbers that fulfil the commitments made

each The manufacturer will
commit to introduce the units to the retail distribution
chain at a to that for conventional units
with the same features.

The bidder will contract with SERF to deliver a
S'pe:CfilLC number of into the service territories
of each This number win on
the the unit and the

investment leveL In any case, each
win receive a number of units

VI!J\JA"!.Vll~~ to its mvestmenL The more it the
more it win receive. In f3"""Jl..ll""".II.~I..li.,

utilities are about per residential
accounL The number of incentives that this win
det~en(1s of course on the bids but it is eXilectoo
to 5-10% of the total sales in the service

for each year of the program~

Each win contract to pay, or its investment
in accounts administered which win
pay the manufacturer when units are and carry
out assurance and program evaluation on behalf of
its member utilities~ This structure reduces risk to the
utilities.

SERP administrative costs are such as the
cost to evaluate bids and to set up an incentive nal]'M1l,l3>nf

mechanism. more utilities and more
investment leads to economies of scale,. Based

SERP estimates

In other the manufacturer \vin choose the feature
sets, and sales channels without utility
or SERF interference. Each will decide whether to

and how. The



Regulatory

own service not for units that save energy for
another customers and On the other

manufacturers do not control to whom the retailer
makes the final sale0 In some cases, units will be sold to
customers of non-participating which we can
ffcross-border leakage.. " The best way to minimize cross
border leakage is to achieve solid utility program par-
ll.Jl..vAV""fI,..II.V..lUl in As the number of contiguous
participating utilities the proportion of cross-border
sales to customers decHneso

SERF members to share the cost of cross-
border leakage up a fund within the
program, to 4027 % of the total incentive pooL
SERP will the manufacturer to provide
customer sales data for at least 25 % of the total sales of
Golden Carrot units .. This level the warranty
card response rate, so the cost of customer
information will be minimaIo SERP win cross-check
Golden Carrot customer

and determine total rate and any
ecial efforts will be made to

reduce in where nOlLl-partlCll)atJmg

utilities have extensive borders and share media markets
with utilitiesg

The DSM prOiCUloem.ent ner'Soectn/e of a Golden
Carrot program new It
involves commitments to future for
delivered when new are soldo These are
not research and so Golden Carrot
programs resemble DSM programs.. On the
other the is new to
DSM programso To manufacturers to par-

utilities should contracts to
for the In this sense, the Golden

Carrot is like a
commitments utilities and at least conditional aOllroval

their The endorsement of the Golden Carrot
the National Association of

Commissioners reflects their .........g".._ ......&'"' for this

A central program
to manufacturers.

Program Advantages

Discussion

In addition to the effect of the direct
manufacturer incentive and the attraction of the g'instant
rebate" in units with Golden Carrot
~"'~11"'1"n·ll"'1t'n'''-3l?'llr~~ levels win benefit from substantial PUlt>H(~ltv

...... _1i-"!>J"""'ll,'l>-2.AJ_.r;;,. groups~ win
.. ..-11"'..."""'*" .. ·lhv nl0deIs on the showroonl floor

program may also distinctive labels that can out
the values of the Golden Carrot unitso

If the bidder asks a
minion of administrative costs) bid
300,000 units 0 the 1995...1997
gram, the Association of Home Manufacturers
forecasts total domestic sales of 22 minion units
1991), so the Golden carrot would represent
1% of domestic sales 0 Within the territories of the
pal~tlclPaltm2 Ull.,JLU.l-jlV~'l> the annual sales of Golden Carrot
refrigerators would about 5% of
refrigerator de]:Jen.dml2 on the· incentive req!Ullrea.

the winning bidder 0

One distinction between SERF and conventional
rebate programs is that SERP incentives go to the
malDurac~tul~er'l instead of as retail rebates 0 This
means that a fraction of the funds reaches the
manufacturer the direct is not "diluted"

1II""II"Iltfli~lr1i1l_C'l in the retail the customer view
of this is to be an "instant rebate n or

customer discount n to the customer
out a form and This should

be an effective tooL direct manufacturer
incentives for bulk will be much to
process than hundreds of thousands of individual consumer
rebates 0

Reduced prograrn
administrator issues rebates
This reduces costs for all utilities
efforts and sv~~teIns.

Other rebates.g SERP to
advanced to the in because
it is about 5 % of sales in each

It win not cornoleteJlv
tor rebate and tum-in programs .. We that some
SERPand other utilities win continue to offer

riders: Golden Carrot ret·02:er::Jltolrs are not sold
Without the Efficient Kejtn2~era.tor Pr(,H"r~=Dm_

no consumer could a SUJ)er-ethC:len.t~

there are no free riders
the even without a

Cross-border tea:K(JJr!e: Utilities want to pay the manufac
turer for the sale of reirI2:er~ltO]rS that save energy in their
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@ Should environmental values beyond efficiency be
included as bid/actors? We compromised on exclud
ing CFCs and bonus points for avoiding
HCFCs"

® Single or multiple bid winners? Clearly, having more
than one super efficient refrigerator brand on the
market would increase retail price competition, but it
was felt that dividing the incentive pool would
decrease bid competitione Given limited resources,
SERP wanted to provide enough incentive to largely
offset the cost of introducing the new model(s) also
argued for a single winner. Concerns about the possi-

that the winning- manufacturer might default and
a desire to avoid saturating the market favored
m1111t11ple winners. In the end, SERP chose to use a
prototype run-off between the two highest scorers to
select the final winner. This provided some insurance
that at least two manufacturers were seriously looking
at the potential of this market segment. At the same
time, SERP allowed the bids to include multiple
models, to increase program effectiveness without
saturating any segment.

@ How do we assure that we get bids from companies
that can produce and sell refrigerators? We required
evidence of production capacity (such as making
100,000 units/year for the D"S. market during the
past three years), and set aside 22% of the bid score
for the capability of the bidding firm"

Mismatches with Regulatory Time Tables." SERP is the
first program of its type, and it came before DSM incen
tives for DSM were available in many states. This has
affected several important states, including Florida,
Pennsylvania, and Texas"

times, utilities do not usually plan to acquire DSM
resources years in advance of their availability. Regulators
in most states have not yet developed procedures for
approving budgets and expenses today for DSM programs
that will yield fruit several years in the future.

RFP Design: The Request for Proposals is a consensus
document which agreement on key issues
including:

@ Where is the line between the utility and the manu-
facturer's need to produce a marketable product?
SERP essentially limited its requirements to energy
performance, CFC-free and auto-defrost design, and a
size range that includes the bulk of the market (A
bonus is available for designs without air
movement between refrigerator and freezer sections)e

Early retirements"e SERP utilities may also complement
their bid pool investment with additional incentives for
customers to early-retire inefficient refrigerators and
replace them with super-efficient unitse Early retirement
incentives linked with new sales incentives are more likely
to be offered for super-efficient refrigerators than today's
high-efficiency refrigerators, because each additional kWh
saved adds to the likelihood that an. early retirement
program will be cost-effective.. Significant environmental
benefits can accrue through regional handling, recycling
and disposal programs. The extra services that the utility
provides in picking up and handling old refrigerators in an
environmentally sound manner can also yield public
relations benefits.. An early retirement program also would
increase demand for new refrigerators and result in

market of environmentally superior
refrigerators than would be the case with the SERP
program targeted at normal replacements.

Other Issues

,,{}n.v-r~(lnJJrp' DSM resource acquisition.·
supply side resource with very

EPRI Research Programs." SERF complements research
on technologies at the Electric Power
Research Institute The Golden Carrot links

nlll:'iI"IrlII_"f{"lI~W research and commercializa-
SERP differs from the

it has the specific purpose of
(2) it involves much

l"'U"t'\'UlIdrllU"'llO' a stronger incentive to
manufacturers to commercialize the best technology that is
available now; it has a more specific goal than the
EPRl program; and (4) because an energy consumption

is utilities can better the SERP
program to cost-effectiveness EPRI's Resi-
dential Task Force has endorsed. SERPe

consumer rebates for some productse However, the out
come of the SERP RFP is likely to strongly influence effi
ciency levels, eligibility standards, and rebate amounts"

Because the Golden Carrot is many issues have
arisen. The group had to decide on a business framework

and There were in explaining
DSM to who were reluctant to
consider the as a "visible hand" in the market

utilities were new to incentive-based DSM programs
and to the of commitments for DSM
resource Commissions also needed time to
understand this of an energy services strategy. This
section reviews a few of the issues that have
arisen.



The manufacturer can decide the feature set, design
(side-by-side or top-and-bottom), and the market
segment(s).

eferences

This starts with technology assessment, in which emerging
technological opportunities for cost-effective DSM are
identified. CEE will then look at relevant markets to
determine the players and the obstacles to emerging tech
nologies. eEE win then determine whether a coordinated
utility consortium could be effective, and design a way to
bring these technologies to market. Finally, if warranted,
CEE will promote forming a program-specific organiza
tion to recruit utilities and administer the program on their
behalf. The program may use an or could use alter
native mechanisms, such as coordinated rebates, long-term
advance notification of rebate schedules (dollars and
efficiency levels) for efficiency or
negotiated with manufacturers.

Finally, SERP must make the refrigerator program work.
This means careful attention to doing all the details right
the first time: contracts, a "bullet-proof"
keeping a level playing field for all manufac-
turers, objective and accurate estab-

a process for
arranging for efficient processing of the paperwork
involved with large sums of money. If SERP works, the
way win be cleared. for other innovative programs,
whether they are for residential heat pumps, commercial
air or advanced motors. eEB can trans-
form and the economy, and benefit our
environments

ark

@ How do we balance the utility's need to verifj
installation in its service territory with the
manufacturer's desire to have the simplest possible
system, one consonant with his current relationships
with his dealers? We have chosen to use warranty
cards for verification.

Because this program is so novel, many other issues have
arisen since the precursor group met at the 1990 ACEEE
Summer Study to formulate plans. Three are illustrative:
(1) The dual legal structure (CEE and SERP) reflects the
contributions multiple stakeholders. can make strategically
to selecting appropriate technology transformation targets,
while vesting fiduciary authority with the utilities who
have responsibility for ratepayer funds. (2) It took time
for divergent utility agendas to coalesce, and to learn to
converse effectively with individual manufacturers (anti
trust issues limited their ability to coordinate responses).
(3) The mechanics and trust-building required to launch
an organization of this type are formidable.

the final RFP deadline for falls on
September 1, 1992, some utilities are still interested but
were not be able to work through all the for

Such utilities could :run programs, but
these would be less cost-effective; options should be
considered for them*

De~~mnml2 to screen other new that
off the market institutional h~~"ll""'lI ~11i"C!

or other factors. These could
include low-demand air

source heat pumps that no resistive back-
up, or end-user to meet needs.

u.s. EPA0 19920
.o.. ..."""' ..........JW.............. ""............... In press. U.S.
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